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Welcome to the 2019 REGENCY® Campaign Style Guide, where you’ll find all the information 
you need to properly speak to our current and potential boat owners. In this guide, we’ll 
outline our campaign strategy for the 2019 model year, including the correct copy voice, 
colors and photography style to use as you advertise our boats.
 
We ask that you—our associates, dealers and strategic partners—follow these simple 
guidelines in all your advertising efforts this year. By doing so, you’ll help us create and 
maintain a cohesive marketing campaign that is easily recognizable and aligns with the 
REGENCY brand essence. 

If you have any questions, please contact one of the resources on page 12. 

MEET REGENCY
REGENCY is a member of Bass Pro Group and White River Marine Group™ (WRMG), 
the world’s largest boat builder by volume. As a luxury pontoon brand, REGENCY offers 
discerning boaters upscale creature comforts, elegant styling and enhanced performance for 
maximum comfort and convenience while cruising, relaxing and entertaining.

WRMG MISSION
WRMG manufactures and distributes quality boats, offering excellent performance, innovation 
and value, and provides world-class service so everyone can experience the joy of fishing and 
boating.

LOGO USAGE
The REGENCY logo is a key element in every advertisement. Make sure it is placed in a 
prominent position, as outlined in the Brand Identity Guide, found here.

http://www.tmgcreative.com/docs/2016-REGENCY-Brand-Identity-Guide.pdf
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BRAND PERSONAE
These are celebrities who best represent the REGENCY brand—they’re not spokespeople for the brand. The personae are chosen based upon their style, 
talents, attitudes and actions—on-screen and off.

BRAND TAGLINE
This is the heart of REGENCY and quickly sums up the spirit of the brand. It speaks to what the brand represents—what owners should expect from 
our boats. It’s based on what we know owners want from this type of boat. It’s the inspiration for all visuals and copy during this year’s campaign.

EMOTIONAL BENEFIT
This is the emotional response the REGENCY brand and boats evoke within our customers. This is reflected in the tone, imagery and language we use 
when talking about the brand, as well as how we hope the consumer feels when they are shopping for or using their REGENCY boat.

FUNCTIONAL BENEFIT
This is the physical perk REGENCY owners experience with their boat. When discussing REGENCY with potential buyers, this is where we’ll reference 
specific features and attributes of a boat. To best convey this benefit, copy and imagery can be less aspirational and more technical.

BRAND ESSENCE
By embodying all aspects of the Strategy, the Brand Essence brings it to life by highlighting the tone of the campaign.

The Strategy Elements are non-consumer facing ideas that summarize what REGENCY® represents. The elements ensure all marketing materials 
work together to strengthen and sustain the brand.

STRATEGY ELEMENTS
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STRATEGY OVERVIEW

BRAND PERSONAE

Experience the evolution of luxury

Michelle Obama & George Clooney

The luxury of effortlessly hosting family & friends

All-inclusive comfort & convenience features for 
entertaining, relaxing & cruising

BRAND TAGLINE

BRAND ESSENCE

EMOTIONAL BENEFIT

FUNCTIONAL BENEFIT

Whether you’re relaxing away a quiet afternoon with your spouse or spending the evening laughing with your closest 
friends in a quiet cove, REGENCY invites you to experience the evolution of luxury with all-inclusive features and styling 
never before seen on the water. 

Elevate your on-the-water experiences with REGENCY.
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MOOD BOARD

The mood board provides creative inspiration by showing key elements of the 2019 REGENCY® 
brand campaign. It is for internal presentations only—not customer-facing use or display.

OBJECTIVE

v

Whether you’re relaxing away the afternoon or cruising to your favorite restaurant, 

REGENCY invites you to experience the evolution of luxury with all-inclusive features  

and styling never before seen on the water. 

Elevate your on-the-water experiences with REGENCY.
WELCOME ABOARD
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FONTS & COLORS

COLORS

FONTS

C: 40  M:48  Y: 77  K: 17 
R: 141  G: 115  B: 74
PMS: 872 C

C: 29  M:68  Y: 96  K: 38 
R: 127  G: 78  B: 29
PMS: 26-16C

C: 17  M: 35  Y: 38  K: 0 
R: 211  G: 169  B: 150 
PMS: 42-1C

C: 67  M: 60  Y:60   K: 46
R: 64  G: 64  B: 64 
PMS: 172-15C

C: 1  M: 1  Y: 3  K: 0 
R: 251  G: 249  B: 244 
PMS: 179-1C

C: 59  M: 60  Y: 90  K: 65  
R: 57  G: 49  B: 21 
PMS: 449 CP

C: 10  M: 10  Y: 10  K: 96 
R: 30  G: 28  B: 29 
PMS: 419 CP

C: 100 M: 87  Y: 31  K: 19 
R: 25  G: 55  B: 105 
PMS:103-15C

HEADLINE: VOGA MEDIUM
SUBHEAD: Din Pro Cond Light
BODY COPY: Din Pro Regular
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GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

These diamonds are laid over background 
photography to add another level of style to the 
imagery.  They are pushed behind the focus of the 
photography and shouldn’t overlap the subjects of 
the photo. The diamonds’ color should complement 
the image on which they’re placed. Color over-
saturation should be avoided as not to take 
attention away from the subject, but can be used if 
it matches the intensity of the photo.  

DIAMOND OVERLAY
v

Whether you’re relaxing away the afternoon or cruising to your favorite restaurant, 

REGENCY invites you to experience the evolution of luxury with all-inclusive features  

and styling never before seen on the water. 

Elevate your on-the-water experiences with REGENCY.
WELCOME ABOARD

1

1

2

3

BACKGROUND2
In most cases, the photography will extend to the edges 
and serve as the background. If not, use the diamond 
pattern background or a solid black, white or cream.

DIAMOND PATTERN3
Unlike the Diamond Overlay, the background diamond 
pattern is extremely subtle.  
The pattern can be used on backgrounds as a solid 
pattern or as a gradient from a solid color. The 
diamonds will be used mostly in printed pieces.
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PHOTOGRAPHY STYLE

• Relaxing & entertaining
• Owners & guests interacting  
   w/each other
• Action/performance
• Luxurious, yet attainable, 
   stories

Photo Example Photo Example

Photo Example

• Static, bored people
• Fishing or extreme watersports
• Hard partying
• Young children
• Cocky people/presumptuous 
   situations

REGENCY® photography showcases the boats’ luxuries, styling and quality to underscore 
that these elegant, yet inviting, boats are carefully crafted for relaxing and entertaining.

Show Don’t Show

The U.S. has a diverse range of ethnicities with a great deal of dynamic growth among ethnic groups. As a brand that strives to appeal to 
those of all ethnic backgrounds, we must acknowledge that we understand this diversity and reflect it in our creative imagery.
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COPY STYLE

Smart
Confident

Inviting
Energetic

Cocky/boastful/snobby
Technical

Boring
Amateurish or juvenile

ISN’TIS

REGENCY® marketing materials use short, concise and visually descriptive copy to convey the comfort, convenience and performance benefits these 
boats offer. Body copy and headlines should be conversational and emotional, not technical.  

HEADLINE EXAMPLES:
• Experience the evolution of luxury

• The active entertainer

• Your invitation to away

BODY COPY EXAMPLE:
From the moment you turn the key and that Mercury purrs into life, you and 
your guests are ready to start your adventure. Then, it’s just a smooth push 
of the throttle to bring you on plane and off to your favorite hideaway.

REGENCY COPY
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Lie back and soak up the sun. Slip on the watersports 
gear and get into the water. Or just relax and enjoy the 
fellowship of friends. Whatever you do, the all-new 
220 LE3 Sport invites you to splash, host and relax in style.

Photos may show optional or special edition equipment available at an additional cost. Details in pricing, savings, features and promotions may vary by location and are subject to change without notice. Void where prohibited by law. Best efforts are 
used to ensure the accuracy of our advertising, however, errors may sometimes occur. See your local dealer for complete information. F.O.B. Springfield, MO, USA. © 2017 White River Marine Group, LLC

SPRINGFIELD.TRACKERBOATCENTER.COM

SPRINGFIELD • 417.887.7334

TR171229

RELAX WITH 

STYLE

WARRANTY

REGENCYBOATS.COM 7

REVEL
IN COMFORT

254 LE3

The 254 LE3 is waiting to whisk you and your guests away from the shore and to 

a world of elegant comfort and stylish performance. Just remove the snapless 

mooring cover that’s keeping the interior immaculate and use the convenient 

rear-facing camera to easily back out of the slip. Turn up the premium sound 

system and crank up the Verado® power.

$65,995
$71,055

Platinum

Black Metallic

Black Metallic

LENGTH 
27 ft. 5 in.
8.36 m

DECK WIDTH
8 ft. 6 in.
2.59 m

LOG DIAMETER  
26 in. 
66.04 cm

MAX. REC. HP
350

FUEL CAPACITY
52 gal.
196.84 L

MAX. PEOPLE/WT.
12/1,725 lbs.
782.45 kg

Mercury® 250 L Verado® Pro FourStroke (STANDARD)

Mercury® 350 L Verado®

ENGINE OPTIONS

STANDARD COLOR SCHEMES

SPECIFICATIONS

Premium color options available. See pages 44—45 for details.

INTERIOR
FENCING
LOGS & RAILS

Platinum

Black Metallic 

Pearl White

Plus freight and prep. See page 43 for details.

Shown with Cognac interior, Pearl White fencing and Bronze logs and rails.

9REGENCYBOATS.COMBoats may be shown with optional accessories. See pages 40—43 for complete engine, feature and specification information.

254 LE3

PRINT EXAMPLES

Print Ad

Brochure Spreads

I-Banner
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Product Videos

Display Ads

Facebook Post

DIGITAL EXAMPLES
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Kristen Briglia
Sr. Art Director
kmbriglia@basspro.com
417.873.5122

Josh Ray
Copywriter
jaray@basspro.com
417.873.5359

Chris Wilson
Creative Manager
crwilson@basspro.com
417.873.4545

TMGCreative.com
View and download high-resolution images, logos and
Brand Identity & Campaign Style Guides.

RESOURCES

http://www.TMGCreative.com
http://www.TMGCreative.com
http://www.TMGCreative.com

